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*Primordial Non-Gaussianity and 
sensitivity to heavy field 
production (periodic for axions)

*Shapes and amplitudes of N-
point functions (orthogonal to 
previous; growth of Signal/Noise 
with N); 

*Probability distribution

*Large-N behavior and analysis 
methods (work in progress)

Outline



Cosmological data, via Primordial 
Non-Gaussianity is remarkably 
sensitive to dynamics (field/string 
content, interactions, inflationary 
mechanism) 14 billion years ago.  
Large space of possibilities; some 
constrained.
String theory plays a significant 
role elucidating this, introducing 
dynamical mechanisms and 
signatures then incorporated in 
systematic treatments of EFT and 
data analysis.  Today's talk:  
another basic example w/novel 
features. Leads to new tests of 
simplicity (or not) of early U.
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The Means of Production





Frequencies in the mass function can resonate 
with those in the Green's function, leading to NG  
that can be > power spectrum corrections



(This saddle is also useful for data analyzing 
the shape at high frequency.)





As with other f_NL parameters, a priori this 
could be >100 for all we know, data 
search could constrain to ~1 (at least 

But large 
combinatorial 
enhancement 
at large N 
(more later)

Other Diagrams Include:



Probability Distribution

In general this is the functional

The histogram of temperature fluctuations 
in the map would in general be given by

This can introduce a non-Gaussian tail that 
we may be able to constrain in a more 
model-independent way than searching for 
specific N-point functions.   



For factorized contributions

For case (b) specifically,

Moreover, we can implement this 
for general mand get a much 
more model independent 
constraint.  



(1)  Basic tests of CMB statistics  

(2)  Template based searches.  
Optimal use of the data for specific 
    <
   

   
                                           

(Fig from B. Racine talk, Aug 



General 3pf estimator Babich, Creminelli, 
Komatsu, Spergel, Wandelt, Senatore, Zaldarriaga,...

Only tractable (currently) if 
factorizes:

Future direction/question:
Machine learning for non-
factorizable cases? e.g. for 
hybrid components of our shape, 
which can get enhanced at large 
N (see below)



Case (b) also orthogonal to the resonance 
shape, so new data search to constrain it.   

Shapes and overlaps









For regime x>1, can test factorized shape 
with N>3 version of a standard estimator. 
If each factor has overlap

Cos[S(k), S(k)_true]=y

we can constrain



String Production
Bachas, McAllister Mitra, Senatore ES Zaldarriaga, D'Amico 
Kleban Schillo et al, J. Polchinski ES, ...

Shape and search sensitive to microscopic 
details.  Many interesting subtleties (and 
enhancements with string production 
(either between D-branes, or varying-
tension wrapped branes).



Summary+Ongoing directions:
Non-adiabatic dynamics ->
--Relatively large signal/noise in non-
Gaussianity, including novel regime growing 
with N
--Sensitive to heavy fields.
(Q:) String production, F vs B statistics?
--Part of a complete treatment of the 
phenomenology of axion monodromy (in 
addition to original oscillatory features)
--Templates (a) and (b) under analysis, as 
well as ideas for large-N analysis
(Q:) Npf estimator, non-factorizable shape 
components (machine learning?), histogram
for model-independent constraints

**EFT must be supplemented by even such 
heavy fields; at truly single-field level could 
analyze multifrequency Fourier expansion 
of arbitrary couplings M(t)
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Back to generalities/EFT: 

At truly single-field level, could try to analyze all 
shapes given finite resolution, but lots of 
parameters.
Just saw that even heavy fields can be 
important -- must add to EFT, so not strictly 
single-field.  
Is there a useful systematic approach, beyond 
testing specific mechanisms? Good role for UV 
completion, but hit or miss...


